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Data and Specification

It is difficult to use data without understanding 

the specification.

Therefore, a package of geographic data and 

specification should be sent to clients.



Motivation

Most geographic data package are thought as 

“different” from the previous version despite there is 

the strong relationship between posterior. 

Because, it is not very easy to determine history 

directly from the posterior data, even if the revision 

notes are attached in the specification. 



To solve this problem, the description of the succession 

between previous and posterior components should be 

added to the specification and the data.

This presentation aims to propose the addition of 

temporal characteristics to geographical schemata 

(specifications) and instances (data). 

Aim of this presentation



Brief history of time related data models

Snodgrass and Ahn (1986) proposed the use of a heap of snapshots. 

Langran and Chrisman (1988) proposed a space-time composite 
comprising polygons with a history attribute distinct from that of their 
neighbors. 

Worboys (1994) proposed a unified model for spatio-temporal geometric 
composites. 

Yuan (1994) proposed the three domains (semantics, time and space) model.

Ota (1999) proposed space and time integration (geometrical and 
topological) model (ICC Ottawa, 1999).

Mennis, Peuquet, and Qian (2000) proposed the pyramid framework, 
which consists of both a knowledge component and a data component 
including temporal attributes. 

For example,



ISO/TC 211 standardized

ISO 19108: 2002 – Temporal Schema (temporal characteristics in 
geographical features)

ISO 19141:2008 – Schema for moving features (moving objects) 
ISO 19109:2005 – Rules for application schema (the general feature model 

[GFM]). (Revised in 2015)

Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) published

OCG 14-083r2 (2015) – Moving Features Encoding Part1: XML Core, as an 

encoding rule for XML documents compliant with ISO 19141.

Brief history of time related data models



However

The change of components in a schema is almost out 

of scope for these data models and standards.

Because there is no capability to describe temporal 

characteristics in the conventional models for 

geographic schemata.



We will consider 

the General Feature Model to add temporal 

characteristics on application schema, 

and 

the Instance Model enabling the description on 

successions of feature instances and its properties.

Therefore



General Feature Model (GFM)

The GFM used in the geospatial information technology tool kit named gittok 
for the education of geographic information technology (Ota and Plews, 2015). 
The structure was designed by referring to the GFM described in ISO 19109.
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Temporal General Feature Model (TGFM)

The TGFM includes an abstract class called PrimitiveType, to be able to 
describe the valid term of FeatureType, AssociationType, AttributeType, and 
OperationType.

PrimitiveType

validTerm[0..1]: PeriodTemporalApplicationSchema
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Partially ordered time

Instant Period

begins

ends

begunBy

endedBy

0..*

0..*

1

1

Association between instant and period described in Temporal 
schema provided by ISO 19108: 2002. 

Instant may be a start node of more than one periods, and also, it may 
be an end node of more than one periods.

Therefore, a set of instants and periods construct a directed acyclic 
graph. 



Example of schema evolution 

History of feature type “Forestland”

1. Forest land was defined by its owner and 

geographic extent since 1956.

2. The attribute "legal regulation" described by string 

was added in 1981.

3. Then, the data type of "legal regulation" was 

changed to code number in accordance with that 

the related act was improved in 1998.
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History of feature type “Forestland”
The oldest specification was used 
since 1956 till 1981.

THIS IS AN IMAGENALY EXAMPLE

ForestLand

owner: String

extent: Surface

< 1981
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History of feature type “Forestland”
Legal regulation was added 
at 1981, and it was valid until 1998
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History of feature type “Forestland”
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was revised  at 1998 and it is valid at 
present.
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Present “Forestland” type

«CodeList» 

Forest Conservation Code List

1 Forestry ecosystem conservation area

2 Biocoenosis conservation forest

3 Scarcity individual conservation forest

ForestLand

owner: String

extent: Surface

legalRegulation: Forest Conservation Code List

Since 1998



Instance Model

Brief description of the Instance Model used in gittok. It is 
designed by referring to ISO 19118 – Encoding. 

Kit

FeatureSet AssociationSet

Feature Association

GeographicData
typeName:String

Attribute

1..* 0..*

1..* 1..*

1..* 1..*

Kit: A set of geographic data and 
related information



Temporal Instance Model (TIM)

TemporalKit

FeatureSet AssociationSet

Feature Association

GeographicData
typeName:String
validTerm[0..1]:Period

Attribute

1..* 0..*

1..* 1..*

1..* 1..*

The TIM includes period in GeographicData to be able to describe the 
valid term of  feature set, features, association set, associations, and 
attributes.



Examples of changing of feature instances

Examples are illustrated in the paper.

Example 1. A house was repainted from gray to white.

Example 2. In the morning of December 9, 2017, a primary school child 

walked to the bus stop, waited for a while, and then took a school bus to go to 

the  school.

Example 3. Akiko Sato, who lives in an apartment in Tokyo, purchased a 

cottage in Karuizawa. Therefore, she has two real estate properties at present.

Example 4. One parcel was divided into two, as a response to a partial item 

sale.



Repaint of a house (Ex. 1)

A house was repainted 
from gray to white at 
2015-03-12.

Instant

Period

Association

House

wallColor[0].color = “gray”

wallColor[1].color = “white”

i001

i999

p001

i002
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present



History of Akiko and her real estates (Ex. 3)

i002

i998

p100i003

p200

p201

i001
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i000 i997p101

Akiko Sato

Horizon Tokyo

Rabbit’s Home in Karuizawa
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“Akiko Sato” lives in an 

apartment in Tokyo 

called “Horizon Tokyo” 

(a001). 

She purchased a cottage 

called Rabbit’s Home in 

Karuizawa (i003). 

Therefore, she has two 

real estate properties at 

present (a002).
Present

Instant

Period

Association



Conclusion

There is no capability to describe temporal application 

schema in the conventional models for geographic 

schemata.

TGFM is a model for temporal application schema that 

enables modeling the evolution of specification.

TIM enables the description on successions of feature 

instance and its properties such as attributes and association.



Deeper investigation, especially the change of 

instances under the evolving application schema will 

be necessary to confirm the versatility of TGFM and 

TIM.

TGFM and TIM will be implemented on gittok in the 

near future.

Future works



Thanks!


